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Abstract
In this paper the methods to control operation of shunt and series inverters using power flow controller (UPFC) is analyzed with real
power flow in power system transmission line. These operation mode using UPFC are executed to reduce Swaying in the control framework transport. The execution about every system may be resolved toward the predefined administrative control. Those arrangement
What's more shunt converter working under four separate blending from claiming working modes may be used to ponder An example
force framework organize. The line flow in MW oscillation damping is predicated with various modes of operations and verified same
with MATLAB/ SIMULINK.
Keywords: Unified Power Flow Controllers (UPFC); Power Flow Control; Operating Modes; Sssc; Statcom.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the Flexible AC Transmission System
(FACTS), one of the power electronics devices proposed an
outlook to boost power transfer capability, controllability and
stability of AC transmission systems [1]. It will be watched that
those energy stream control of transmission lines may be normally confined with extensive indicator solidness. A bound
together control stream controller (UPFC) may be a multipurpose Realities controller, which camwood control at the same
time large portions parameters for example, line impedance,
voltage Also its stage point. Both the arrangement Furthermore
shunt converters of UPFC need aid proficient from claiming
absorbing alternately generating sensitive force independently
[2]. Kalyani et al explored the control scheme exploring individual control of real and reactive power and tested the developed model by applying different faults across a transmission
line.
The proposed control scheme has been found successful in
power swings in transient states [3]. The controllers for coordination of real power and reactive power in the UPFC control
system have shown good recital during transient as well as
steady conditions [4]. Various control schemes of the series
compensator has been discussed by Huang et at [5] as UPFC
consist of shunt and series inverter with their different operating control modes. The different control modes of UPFC which
can control voltage, its phase angle and line impedance, direcly
are discussed by many researchers for improving the line
flows and power system stability. Modes of UPFC improving
line flows. Likewise the UPFC’s infusion model is utilized
permitting three parameters to a chance to be simultaneously
controlled to be specific magnitude, point of the injected arrangement voltage and the shunt sensitive energy [9], [10].
True energy and sensitive force flows, freely of the transmission line are regulated Toward UPFC Similarly as suggested

[11]. UPFC need that ability about naturally damping oscillations alongside the transmission line control.
Comparison of the different techniques proposed for line flows
is also presented in this work.

2. Proposed system
This paper is organized in four sections: Section–II presents the
UPFC Control with various operating modes. In Section–III,
Simulation Results have been discussed. The Conclusion and
References are given in Section IV & V respectively.
Those UPFC camwood make worked in distinctive working
modes depending upon those force framework parameters on a
chance to be regulated. The arrangement What's more shunt
inverter voltages demonstrated On fig. 1 would regularly controlled Eventually Tom's perusing evolving the regulation list
m What's more stage point 6. These indices need aid confirmed
by the UPFC control framework depending upon the fancied
transport streams What's more transport bar voltage which
need aid further dictated Eventually Tom's perusing the energy
framework conditioner Also boss [13].
The modeling of UPFC is described with the standard equations of UPFC (1), (2) & (3) Control of Power flow and power
system stabilization with one of these modes has been implemented by Morioka et al [6] [7] & [8]. Although various control strategies had been discussed in the literature, less had
been talked about the use of operating
The relations between ac and dc voltages are
V1 = m1 Vd/VB V2 = m2 Vd/VB
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controlled with a line current vector, I, so that preferred
real and reactive power flows are obtained in the line.

3. Simulation results

Fig. 1: UPFC and Its Control in A Transmission Line.

Where m1 and m2 are the coefficients representing the PWM
control. P1 & P2 are the real power transfer with the ac system
in pu. Xt1, n1, and, Xt2, n2 are the reactance and the voltage ratios of the shunt and series transformer respectively. Vs and V R
are the sending and receiving end voltages. SB is the MVA base
of the system.
Further, the UPFC control is categorized into two main operating control modes: Shunt and Series

A test system of single machine with infinite bus system
(SMIB) is presented in Fig. 2. The system has been designed in
MATLAB/ SIMULINK to analyze the effect of the control
algorithm of the UPFC on line flows The SMIB consists of a
alternator (1200 MVA rating) tied to a transmission system
through two transformers Tr1, Tr2 of rating 500KV 1000 MVA
and 500 KV, 900MVA respectively. The transmission system
consists of 230 kV double circuit transmission line L1 of
length 75 km and 500kV two single transmission lines L2 and
L3 of 60 km each. Synchronous generator comprises an excitation system, speed regulator, a power system stabilizer (PSS)
etc.

2.1. Shunt VSC operating modes
This mode of shunt converter allows operating in such a way
so as to introduce a suitable current, in the transmission line.
The current is divided into two components w.r.t the line voltage: real component, in phase or in opposite phase with the line
voltage, and the reactive component, in quadrature with the
line voltage. The genuine part may be naturally assessed for
that need should harmony the true force of that arrangement
inverter. The sensitive component, on the different hand, might
make independently altered to any wanted reference level (inductive alternately capacitive) by absorbing or generating sensitive energy separately starting with those transport. The control from claiming shunt converter could be finished over two
modes [1].

2.2. Voltage regulation control mode
i) VAR Control Mode
The input values are set for inductive/ capacitive VAR in this
mode. With the control of shunt inverter, the VAR reference is
converted to a corresponding shunt current requirement by
adjusting gate signals of the inverter to determine the desired
current.
ii) Voltage Regulation Control Mode
The control of quadrature component of shunt current results to
sustain the transmission line voltage to a preset reference value
at the summation point in this mode.
iii) Series VSC Operating Modes
With these operating modes of series VSC, the output is obtained when a series voltage with transmission line is injected
by a series inverter. These control modes should follow the
preset operating limits. The various series operating modes of
UPFC are given below [14]
a) Direct Voltage Injection Mode (DVIM): The set inputs
are the magnitude and phase angle of the series voltage in
this operating mode
b) Phase Angle Control Mode (PACM) : The phase displacement is determined between the sending and the receiving end voltage which further results in the reference
input in this mode
c) Line Impedance Control Mode (LICM): The reference
signal is impedance value which is introduced in series
with the line impedance in this mode.
d) Automatic Power Flow Control Mode (APFCM): The
angle and magnitude of the injected voltage vector, is

Fig. 2: Single Machine Infinite Bus System (SMIB) with UPFC.
UPFC is installed in the right end of line L2. Shunt inverter of
UPFC is tested with two modes that is VAR mode and Voltage
regulation. Similarly, Series converter is provided with two operating modes which are APFCM and DVIM. So to study the effect
of UPFC on the power system, four combinations of operating
modes with two of shunt and two of series inverter are tested on a
system shown in Fig.2.
Results for Real power through transformer bank Tr2 with and
without UPFC are shown in Table
Table 1: Real Power Flow with Different Operating Modes of UPFC

During load flow analysis, transformer bank Tr2 gets overloaded. As shown in the table, power flow through the Tr2 is more
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than its rating without UPFC. With the four combinations of
operating modes of UPFC, the line flows through Tr2 are
shown.
It has been determined that employing both the shunt modes of
shunt inverter and APFCM of series inverter of UPFC in a system shown in Fig. 2, the amount of real power flow is below its
rating as compared to the system without UPFC. The amount of
power flow using both the shunt modes of shunt inverter and
DVIM of series inverter is decreased as compared to the system without UPFC but is above the rating of transformer 2.
Further a three phase fault of duration 0.2s has been considered
at the instant 5 sec from start of simulation for verifying the
performance of UPFC without removing any lines as shown in
the Figure 3.
The Power Flow Characteristics (in p.u) for the Transformer
Tr2 with the both Voltage Regulator mode and VAR mode of
shunt inverter and APFCM, of series inverter mode of UPFC
are shown in Fig 3 & Fig. 4. It is pragmatic from both the characteristics that real power is improved with UPFC as compared
to without UPFC with the three phase fault. Supervisors in a
power flow mode are so set as to control the power flow in a
transmission line. The oscillations are increased at the instant
of fault but after that these
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Fig. 5: Power Flow with Voltage Regulation Mode of Shunt Inverter and
DVIM of UPFC.

Fig. 6: Power Flow with VAR Mode of Shunt Inverter and DVIM of
UPFC.

Fig. 3: Power Flow with Voltage Regulation Mode of Shunt Inverter and
APFCM of UPFC.

It is clear from both the characteristics that although there is
improvement of power flow with UPFC as compared to without UPFC but oscillations are less damped with manual voltage
injection mode as compared to power flow mode of series inverter of UPFC. The values of Direct and Quadrature component of voltage are so set that the power during first Swing is
increased but there are long oscillations in the system. Few
oscillations are produced with the DVIM as shown in Fig.5 and
Fig. 6 at the instant of fault but after the oscillations remained
for longer time.

4. Conclusion

Fig. 4: Power Flow with VAR Mode of Shunt Inverter and APFCM of
UPFC.

Oscillations are damped and settled with the APFCM as shown
in Fig. 3 & Fig.4. The Power Flow Characteristics (in p.u) for
the Transformer Tr2 with the both Voltage Regulator mode and
VAR mode of shunt inverter and DVIM, of series inverter
mode of UPFC are shown in Fig 5 & Fig. 6.

Different operating modes of shunt Also arrangement inverter
for UPFC would investigate in this paper. These operating
modes would try for force stream Investigation for the three
period hamper deficiencies in the control framework system. A
test control framework organize will be viewed as Also tried to
Different working modes with figure out the control stream
through an over-burden transport. It might have been discovered that for the utilization of Different combinations for shunt
Also arrangement inverter modes for UPFC to a organize. The
sample network considered is relieved from overloading. By
using the four combinations of operating modes of shunt and
series converter, it was concluded that the best results were
found for load flow analysis when series inverter is operating in
Power flow mode irrespective of the shunt inverter mode of
UPFC. Also with the power flow mode, the oscillations are
more promptly damped as compared to the DVIM
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